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Zeticula Ltd, United Kingdom, 2009. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 226 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Small Talk. avoids the temptation of a fullblown My Life and Times type of autobiography and presents instead a recreation of childhood
years in Oxford before the First World War - a child s-eye view of the family, the friends, the
servants, the pets and the holidays in Scotland and Cornwall that made up that childhood. It is as
much concerned with her own development as an amateur field botanist as with the occasions
when the adult world intruded, when Uncle Richard (Lord Haldane) might lead the younger
members of the family out to the wash-house to watch the messy business of heating wax to take
the impression of the Great Seal of England. If Lord Baden-Powell and Andrew Lang appear briefly,
it is less as famous figures of the period, but rather as irritating visitors with passions either for
tying knots or talking about fairies who interrupted the pleasures of raiding the kitchen garden for
fruit, or reading at night behind the curtains of the drawing-room. There are glimpses of her
reactions to scientific theories, as...
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Reviews
It in a of my personal favorite book. This is certainly for anyone who statte there had not been a worth studying. I found out this ebook from my i and dad
advised this pdf to learn.
-- Delphine Lebsa ck
Very useful to all of group of folks. I could possibly comprehended every little thing using this created e book. You wont truly feel monotony at anytime of
your time (that's what catalogs are for concerning in the event you ask me).
-- Cla ir e Ca r r oll DVM
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